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INTRODUCTION

The main objective of this project was to develop effective multi-sensory
aids for individual use by high school students who have not achieved a func-
tional mastery of mathematics.

These students encounter a great variety of difficulties in their attempts
to become competent in skills which are usually mastered by the average student
by the end of the seventh grade. (U. S. Office e Education & NCTM, 1964.) They
tend to be low ability, poorly motivated, or disadvantaged students. Many of
them come from socially deprived homes from which they receive li_ttle motivation
to study any academic subject (Schell 1959). Their background and rates of
growth are so varied that the setting of realistic goals must be done individ-
al4y (Hilgard, 1956). This implies that at any given time in a class of
fifteen, several students ill be studying different topics (Mehl, 1960).
Typically, short attention spans further complicate the problem of teaching
these sill-dents (U. S. Office of Educe-lion & NCTM, 1964, p 2). The need for a
large variety of single concept presentations which lend themselves to use by
a few students at a time is critical. And, obviously, these presentations aee
useless unless they are clearly understood b'y the students.

Interest In individualizing instruction in mathematics has been high in
recent years and good programmed maier:als and self-teaching tests are becoming
available. However, it is generally necessary for publishers and authors to
produce materials for mass consumption and since these student's represent an
often neglected minority, very little material has been created to deal with
their learning problems. The text Trouble Shooting Mathematics Skills by
Bernstein and Wells, published by Holt, Rinehart and Winston in 1963, is a
notable exception. Most others simply amount to presenting sixth grade
materials to tenth grade students who have been convinced that they are
destined to remain fourth graders in their understanding of arithmetic. Even
the Bernstein-Wells book does not deal with the motivational problems experi-
enced by this student.

Teachers have not been successful in using existing materials with
these students and the increase in occupational opportunities related io
these skills is being highly publicized. Finding ways of solvinG the
dilemma becomes increasingly critical. Shortactes of technically skilled
persons and efforts being made in anti-poverty programs are involved
(U. S. Office of Education & NCTM, 1964, p II). Among these students, those
who are-under-achievers must realize their capabilities, even though for
some arithmetic reasoning will always be difficul_t. They must at least
reach a skill level which will permit them to function in our modern
society,

The basic problem is that of producing a variely of suitable maierials
which can be used by these students individually with the proper assistance
of a skilled instructor, and then providing the proper atmosphere for their
use (U. S. Office of Education & NCTM, 1964, p 9). Removing the reliance on
reading as a prerequisite to success in arithmetic is also a part of this
problem.



A survey of the literaiure shows that little is known about teaching
allthmetic to low achievers. The following quotations froT the "Preliminary
Report of the Conference on Low Achievers in Mathematics," summarize the
situation very well. When one notes the large number of leaders in mathe-
matics and mathematics education attending that conference, thaquotes take
on added significance.

The school administrator must encourage research and
experimentation with new and different teaching teche.
nIques for low achievers in mathematics. Very little
is known about methods which are most effective with
low achievers. Very few, if any, follow-up studies
have been made of pupils in this'category. How do they

learn best? What is an appropriate curriculum for them?
What mathematical competencies do they need? What are
the characteristics of teachers' who work most effectively

with them? The answers to these and similar questions
may be found by a local mathematics staff.

The learning materials should provide for many uses of
objects, mode19, audio-visual aids, and manipulation
devices, as well as the use of more complicated instru-
ments and learning aids.

Different ways of looking at the same mathematical con-
cept may reinforce the idea or provide the insight
needed. Every effort should be made to capilalize on
the interest and motivation of the learner through the
use of games, puzzles, short cuts, and discovery
exercises that arouse curiosity and imagination.

Competent teachers should be paid or given released
time to write classroom materials and devise techniques
that can be used to develop the learning potential of
low achievers.

With the obvious need for materials directed specifically at the low
achiever, this report portrays an attempt to supply three types. It includes

the methods used in the development of the materials, the results recorded
when the materials were tried in a classroom situation, and recommendations
for the future use of the materials.

.1.1111144

Conference on Low'Achievers in Mathematics held in Washington, D.C.,
March, 1964.



METHOD

The project emphasized three specific devices:

I. Audio tape alone
2. Audio tape with slides
3. Video tape.

During the contract period, the director was released three hours per
day to develop the materials accompanying this report. A teaching assign-
ment of two refresher mathematics classes assured some immediate feedback
regarding the success of the materiais with the individual student.

The materials were developed and tried out at:

Franklin High Schonl
31000 Joy Road
Livonia, Michigan 48150

RESULTS

In the audio tape area, two types of exercises were developed. One is
concerned with speed drills of the four arithmetic operations with 100 basic

facts. The other is a story problem exercise.

Thirteen programs were developed in the audio ape and slide area. The

titles are self explanatory and are as follows:

0 Addition of Fractions 7 Ratio

I Subtraction of Fractions 8 Proportion

2 Multiplication of Fractions 9 Ratio and Proportion

3 Division of Fractions 10 Story Problems and Pro
4 Improper Fractions and Mixed Numbers portion

5 Multiplication of Decimals II Story Problems and Percent

6 Division of Decimals 12 Percent

Finally, four programs were developed on video tape. They dealt with

the fol!owing topics:

I. I's and k's
2. Story problems
3. Area
4. Volume

DISCUSSION

The first type of audio tape exercise was simply to increase the listener's
speed with the basic facts of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and divi-
sion. A student first listens to 100 basic facts spaced five seconds apart
on the tape, writing the answers on a prepared answer sheet. He.then listens
to the same basic facts spaced three seconds apart; again writing the answers



on a..repared anSwer'sheet.. The basic objectJve this.eXercisb".iStd.do.
as well on the three second tape as was done on the five second tape. This
type of exorcise is particularly good at the beginning of the school year in
Septembcr because (1) the low achiever often has not done much thinking in
terms of mathematics over the summer, and (2) his thoughts often return to
his activities during the summer unless directed along the lines of some
planned activity such as this.

The second typo of audio tape exercise was developed to parallel the text
used by refresher classes. The text used is Bernstein andWells: Trouble
Shootimaathematics Skills. Permission was granted by Holt, Rinehart, and
Winston to v.e the text in such a manner.

This exercise uses story problems from chapter eight of the aforementioned
text. On the bulletin board just above the tape recorders in the classroom
are located several lists showing the location'of any particular story problem
on a particular tape. (See Appendix "B".) For example, a student might be
having trouble with problem eight of problem set two. That student can go to
the bulletin board, look at the fist of problems for set two, and find the
loeation of prgplem eight on ihe tape for set two. He then would put the tape
on a recorder and wind it to the correct position for problem eight. By listen-
ing to problem eight, the student hears a discussion of the problem and what is
expected in order to solve it. He can then attempt to work the problem while
listening to the tape. A student is encouraged to seek further help from the
teacher if he does not understand what is said on the tape.

It is a known fact that inactivity often encourages a low achiever to
"give up" on a problem if he does not understand it. Often a teacher finds
it necessary lo give help to a low achiever. But not all low achievers have
trouble with the same problem. This story problem exercise is one example
where individualized instruction can fill the void created when the teacher
is the only source of help in the classroom. If ttNe teacher is already helping
another student, the tape recorder can be a source of help to others.

Each of the thirteen slide programs is followed by a sheet of five to ten
problems which reiterate the concept found in it. Copies of the audio script,
as well as the follow-up sheets, can be found at the end of this report and are
therefore incorporated as part of it. (Appendix "C").

In all of the video programs, manipulative materials which the viewer could
see were stressed. The program on I's and 41s revolved around the 12 inch ruler
and segments of 2 x 4 which displayed the concept of how the i and-4 receive
their names.

The story problem program had cans of snup, gallon jugs of water, and
dinner plates to represent the objects involved in each problem. Each problem
was concluded by drawing small sketches of.the physical objects the students
had just seen. The idea here was to encourage the student to get some type
of diagram on paper and not try 'to analyze the problem completely in his head.



The area-program emphasized the meaning behind the formula: A = 1 x w.
It included units of square inches and square feet made from poster board.
It concluded with the idea that length tells one how many square units
can be placed along a horizontal edge, in one row; width tells one how
many rows there are.

The volume program was closely associated with the one on area.
Again, the meaning behind the formulaV=Ixwxhwas emphasized. Cubic
inch units made 'rom wood were used in the discussion of tne volume of
three cardboard boxes. Considering the "I x w" portion of the formula,
it was shown how this tells one how many cubic units are in the first layer.
The height is needed to tell one how many layers there are. Outlines and
follow-up sheets of the four video tape programs can also be found at the
end of this report. (Appendix "0".)

Audio tape was selected because it is one of the most popular as well
as inexpensive audio aids found in most school systems. The tape recorders
rented during the course of this project can 6e purchased for about $140
each. Tape, in quantity, runs about $2.00 for 1200 feet. When compared
to the other two areas, audio tape is seen to be the most inexpensive.

Besides the audio tape expenses, the slide and audio tape cvices
have the additional cost of producing the slides. A 135 m.m. slide film
of 36 exposures will run about $3.00. The cost of developing each slide
is ten cents. A cartridge for storing the completed slide program costs
$3.00. For additional information regarding the costs of this device,
see Appendix "A". Ond advantage this method has over th-e audio tape is
that it appeals to both the seeing and hearing senses of the viewer, Not
onty is the viewer hearing the concept, he also sees it on the screen.
Another advantage it has over filmstrips is that the program can be varied
to suit each teacher's ideas on how a concept should be presented. Cer-
tain slides may be omitted or others inserted to make a more meaningful
program.

The video tape has the specific advantage of a more continuous audio
and visual program than do the audio tape and slide programs. Again, it
appeals to both sight and hearing. In a slide program, there are split
seconds during the changing of a slide when nothing appears on the screen.
On a video tape program, such split seconds are df a minimum. That is,
once a video proeram has begun, there is usually always somettling on the
screen in front of the viewer. Video tape is often prohibitive to most
school systems because of its great expense. Besides the huge initial
investment necessary to provide the studio and recording equipment, the
video tape itself costs about $60.00 per 60 minute reel or approximately
$1.00 a minute.

Livorlia Public Schools had the video tape.program available before
this project received approval. It was for this reason that this director
decided to include this device as one to be studied in relation to low
achievers.
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The ultimate goal of.the director was to have four sources el help
:in the refresher class at the same time. These were: (I) the audio
tape exercises; (2) the slide programs; (3) the video tapes; and (4)
the teacher.

All four activities are performed in a classroom where individualized
instruction is encouraged. In fact, the course has been struclured
around individualized instruction. The students have access to the four
sources of help when they have need of one of them.

Anytime the teacher presents a general topic such as finding common
denominators, he does his at the beginning of the period and usually for
not longer than 15-20 minutes any given day.

The work sheets which follow the use of the video tape nr slides have
shown that these materials have accompljshed their purposc--thet is, the
teaching of the various single concepts previously mentionee lc( this re-
port. Nearly all of the scores on the worksheet were 100%/s. Two students
received 90%'s and needed additional explanation of the particular problem
missed before they could do it.

%

Below is a chart which shows the usage of materials during the week
of May first to the fifth.

USE OF SINGLE. CONCEPT MATERIALS

MONDAY --TUESDAY I WEDNESDAY 1 THURSDAY FRIDAY-7

1 student 3 students 0 students 1 student
......____

2 students
...

2 students 2 students I student 3 students 2 students

0 students 0 students 5 students 6 studenls 6 stude-ts

Audio
Tape

Slides-
Tape

Video
Tape

Friday best exemplifies the goal menlioned before. While these ten
students were involved with the materials, the teacher was able to help
others. Still others were working on assignments in Igxt used wilh
refresher maihematics. Thus, five groups of students were functioning
in a room where many teachers still feel that lecturing to the entire
group on the same topic is the way,to teach low achievers.

One hears talk aboul ability grouping in a class. And it is a lot
easier io talk about it than to put it in practice--especially in a group
whose average percentile rank.is ten or lower on the Lee Clark Arithmetic
Fundamentals Survey Test. As it turned out, there were several groups
containing only one person. Yet, proceeding at his own rate, covering
topics when he was ready for them, this person showed much growth in a
year's lime. (See Appendix "E").

-6-
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The follow-up sheets for the singie concept exercises, and the number
of times each was used in the classroom, have showm that these materials
represent an advance in the individualizing of instruction for low achievers
assigned to these sections of refresher math. A more thorough evaluation,
using various testing devices, is recommenJed.

CONCLUSIONS_IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Project was weli accepted by the students. Very few realized
that the director of The Project was actually their teacher. In fact, very
few suspected there was anything different in refresher mathematics this
year than there was last year or the year before that.

There was a de:inite change noticed by the.director. This change
was in the general ri,orale of the students. A class such as this needs
variety. Attention spans are short; variety helps maintain Interest. If a

sincere interest exists, attsntion does not wander. if attention does not
wander, isn't the student more likely to absorb the subject being considered?
This is one question the director has had answered during the course of this
project. Comments like "This is my best class," and "Boy! This hour goes
fast," were made in a class which usually lacks such statements.

Other facts were very emphatically driven home by this director's
opportunity to work on this project. These facts will be presented
here as the director saw them at Franklin High School. The regular
assignment for a teacher is five classes with one period for consultation.
Among these five classes are usually at least two classes of students
having higher ability than those found in refresher mathematics. These
two classes serve to balance the attitude so often found in refresher
mathematics or similnr courses. This director attempts to portray that
attitude now, and later he will suggest some solutions which might remedy
this attitude.

Unlike the higher Hty courses where much of the feedback from
the students is positive, the refresher mathematics type course often has
prevalent an "I couldn't care less" atmosphere. The positive feedback
might be exemplified by a student's show of interest for the subject material,
by the kinds of questions that are asked, or by many other reactions known
to those who have taught the higher ability student. There is a definite
lack of such reactions in the lower ability classes.

This director was teaching only refresher level students. These are
students achieving ten percentile or lower on the Lee Clark Fundamental
Test. The director found that materials produced under this project
helped create an interest on the part of the two classes of students in
Involved. Yet having no higher level students to balance the lack of
much positi;e reaction undoubtedly had an effect on this director's morale.
He feels.this may apply to anyone who has had an assignment of all lower
levef classes.



Teachers are so often_loaded down with duties such as correcting

papers, attending meetings, and other related activities that they have no

time fo prepare good lessons for their classes. It is one thing to know

the subject matter thoroughly and quite another to present it to a elass.

To present it to a class in an interesting manner, time must be spent in

thinking out a plan that will best suit the class involved. But, for

lack of time, the amount of time spent along these lines is often a

minimum. What classes often get the short end of ihis deal? Low ability

classes do !!!!

Teachers of advanced placement classes in a few systems are some-

timee given an hour of released time in addition to their consultation

periods in which they prepare better lessons for the higher ability

students. Might it not be just aa important to give teachers of the

lower ability students the same amount of time in which to prepare more

interesting lessons for the refresher mathematics level student? A limit

of two or three low ability level classes to an individual teacher should

be enforced by a school system to ensure some positive feedback to that

teacher from his other classes.

There are not enough supplemental materials to be used in classes

for the low achiever in mathematics. It has been the purpose of this

project to investigate the development of such maierials. Nineteen

audio-visual devices directed specifically at the low achiever were

developed under the auspices of this contract.

Two types of exercises were developed using audio tape. One type

is simply, an exercise designed to increase the low achiever's speed with

basic facts skills. The other is a story problem exercise.

Thirteen audio tape and slide programs were developed. They are titled

as follows:

0 Addition of Fractions 7 Ratio

1 Subtraction of Fractions 8 Proportion

2 Multiplication of Fractions 9 Ratio and Proportion

3 Division of Fractions 10 Story Problems and Pro-

4 rmproper Fractions and Mixed Numbers portion

5 Multiplication of Decimals 11 Story Problems and Percent

6 Division of Decimals 12 Percent

.
Four video tape programs were developed. They dealt with:

1. i's and *Is
2. Story problems
3. Area
4. Volume



As each exercise was completed, it was introduced into the classroom
for use by low achieving mathematics students. This was made possible
by the assignment of two such mathematics classes to the director during
the course of the project. Followup sheets were administered to the
participating students as they used the various exercises.

These follow-up sheets for the single concept exercises, and the
number of times each was used in the classroom have shown that these
materials represent an advance in the individualizing of instruction
for low achievers assigned to these sections ot refresher math. A
more thorough evaluation, using various testing devices, is recommended.
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REPRODUCTION COSTS OF SLIDE PROGRAM

No. of Audio

Slides Slides Taoe .Total

Program 0 Addition of Fractions 23 4.60 .50 5010

Program 1 Subtraction of Fractions 33 6.60 .50 7,10

Program 2 Multiplication of Fractions 36 7.20 .50 7.70

Program 3 Division of Fractions 33 6,6o .5o 7.10

Program 4 Improper Fractions and 37 7.40 .50 7.90

Mixed Numbers

Program 5 Multiplication of Decimals 22 4.40 .50

t

Program 6 Division of Decimals 28 5.60 .50

Program 7 Ratio

4,90

6.10

16 3.2o .50 3.70

Program 8 Proportion 21 4.20 .50
/

4.70

Program 9 Ratio, and Proportion 17 3.40 .50 , 3.90

Program 10 Story Problems and Proportion 31 6.20 .50 6.70

,Program 11 Percent in Ratio Form 28 . 5:6 .50 6.101

Pr.gram 12 Ratio and Percent 21 4.20 .50 4.70

$75.70

The figures for'the reproduction of the slides are based on 200 per slide in amounts

Of 100 or more. Otherwise, the cost for reproducing each slide is 2500

A cartridge of the type I have been using to store the slides while not in use costs

$3.00. At least two of the programs will fit in one cartridge, possibly three, de-

pending on the number of slides in the programs.

The actual cost of the audio tape will vary but the maximum amount should not be

greater.thaa the 500 shown for each program.

A-I



Problem 1

Problem. 2

Problem 3

Problem.4

Problem 5

Problem 6

Problem 7

Problem 8

PrOblem 9

Problem 10

STORY PROBLEMS&
Chapter 8

B-1

Set 1, Paes 137-138
Position on Tape

000

016

Q36

082

121

145

170

204

223

246



Set 21 Pages 140-141
Position on Tape

Problem 1 000

Problem 2 024

Problem 3 058

Problem 4 081

Problem 5 100

Problem 6 125

Problem 7 3_57

Problem 8 186

Problem 9 205

Problem 10 .271.

B-2

11.

I



Set .3, Pages 142-11i3

Position on Ilge

Problem 1 000

Problem 2 073

Problem 3 0921

Problem 4 127

Problem 5 192

Problem 6 225

Problem 7 248

Problem 8
% 272

Problem 9 293

Problem 10 350



set 4, Pages 1144-1h5
Position on TETI

Problem 1 000

Problem 2 027

Problem 3 056'

Problem 4 071

Problem 5 100

Problem 6 122

Problem 7 161

Problem 8 190

Problem 9 230

Problem 10 251

B-4



Set 5, Pages 146-147
Position on Tape

Problem 1 000

Problem 2 034

Problem 3 053

Problem 4 084

Problem 5 099

Problem 6 137

Problem 7 365

Problem 8 197

Problem 9 218

Problem 10 240
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ADDITION OF FRLOTIONS

The purpose of this tape is to help you add.numbers involving frac-
tions. Every time you hear this sound you should press the control
button to see the next slide. You should now have slide 1 in front of
you. If you do not, push the control button until it appears.

Notice that on slide 1, you are asked to add 1 V5

Since you already have a common denominator of 5 in the fractions, all
you have to do is add the numerators and put the answer over 5.

( 2 )

BEEP 2 2 + 4

( 3 )
BEEP Same as number 1. Then add the whole numbers.

41

( 4 )
.. BEEP 3 1 = 4

( 5 ) 3 2/5
BEEP. 1 4/5

4-675

Then our original problem with its
this;

answer looks like

We are not quite finished as 6 is an improper fraction and
must be reduced.

( 6 )
BEEP 6 = 5 * 1 = 1 1/5

5 5 5

(7)
BEEP. So we now add 1 1/5 to the 4 we already had in our ansWer and we get

5 1/5 as the final answer to our problem.

( 8 )
. BEEP Here is another problem*

( 9 )
(Beep)

( lo )
BEEP

Notice it is quite simple

5 1/8
.1- 2 3/16

to add the whole numbers. 5

2

Before we can add the 1/8 and 3/16, we must find a common rlenominator.
Can we change 1/8 into 16ths?

C-1



( 10 ), cont.

BEEp 1 = ?

116

( 11 )

BEEP' Ask yourself the queStion? 8 = 16

( 12 )
. BEEP 8 x 2 = 16

( 13 )
BEEP Here was our problem: 1 = ?

IT 16
(how many)

( 14 )

BEEP We found that 8 x .2 = 16. Since we must multiply the bottom by
2 to get 16, multiply the top by 2. What do you get?

BEEP 1 x 2 equals 2

so we get 1 x 2 = 2

Er x72. 16 This means that 1 equals 2

( 16 )

BEEP Our-original problem was: 5 .1/8 Since we found 1/8 equals 2/16,
2 3/16 let's put 2/16 in place of 1/8

and our problem looksaike this,

( 17 )
BEEP 5 2/16

2 3/16, We'are now ready to finish

( 18 )

BEEP We already had 5 2/16 so the answ-Jr is 7 5/16.

2 3/16
7 5716

.( 19 )
BEEP Do-this problem in the next 60'seconds. Write it on a Sheet of paper.

You have 60 seconds.

( 20 )

BEEP 60 seconds -- Your final answer should be 6 1/7.

( 21 ) Try this one in 60 seconds. 6 1/3
BEEP .

. ÷ 3 1/12

Hint: .Change both the bottom numbers of the fractions (denominators)
to 12.

( 22)

BEEP Your final answer should be 9 5/12.

Now ask your t,..,:acher for the problem sheet that goes along with this
program.

rs



1. 5 2
7

* 3 k
7

Your

13 r
+ 6 3

T6.11

5

. ADDITION OF FRACTIONS

4- 3 8 Add the whole numbers,

2 4. 4 = 6
7 7 7

answer should be 8 6

Note that the
In this case,

this problem.
Steps (1)

IL x ? 16

Note that you add only the numerators.

denominators of the fractions are not the same,
you must dhange 1 to 4 before you can solve

This is how you do it:
(2)

1 x 4

So the original problem looks like this:

I
3 n 3 16

+ 6 3 + 6 3
1-6 T6

Your answer should be 9-7

Now try the following problems.
you can add factions, they must

3. 4

7.

2

0411* 41,....I

9

+ 3 = 7

T.6

(3)
If you multiply the bot-
tom nunber. by 4 to get
16, you must also multi-
ply the top number by 4.

Reduce,all answers. Remember that before

have the same denominator.

5. 14

+ 6 36

9 1
2
3

16

6 19 1



SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS

The purpose of this tape is to enable you to subtract numbers in-

volving fractions. You should have slide #1 in front of yoa. After I am

finished giving these directions and you hear this sound again, you should

flip slide #1 over and look at slide #20 After I finish talking about

slide #2, you will hear "this sound again" and should turn to slide #3.

This will continue until the end of the program.

hear you should flip a card.

Remember, every time you

Now, getting-back to card #1.

Notice the problem here is 12
- 2-1/5

You are, to subtract 2-1/5 from 12. (Beep*) To do this,,

borrawfffrom the 12, which leaves us with 11. Then, v.,

the fan). of the 1 to 5/5 and you see the.problem 11-5/5

are to solve. - 2-1/511*..41

we must
must change
which you

(2). 1/5 from 5/54is 4/5, and 2 from 11 gives us 9, and we see the com-

pleted problem of 11-5/5
. 2-1/5

---97:475'

(3)

(4)

(5 )

(6)

( 8 )

Reviewing now 1/5 from 5/5 is 4/5 and 2 from 11 is 9.

Let's look at a similar problem: (Beep*) 12-2/5

Notice in this problem, we're asked to subtract 3-3/5 from 12-2/5.
You can't take 3/5 from 2/5, so this means you mum:, borrow one from

the 12, leaving 11, (Beep*) Change this 1 to 5/5 and since we already

have 2/5 on top, we must add 2/5 to 5/5 and our problem now looks like

this: 11-2/5 5/5 = 11-7/5

and after solving it, *3/5 from 7/5
the problem in its final Tom of:

NON', can

(Beep)
Write the problem
Time

is 4/5 and 3 from 11 is 8.
11-7/5

8-4/5

you do this example: 18-3/8

- 575/8
on a sheet of paper and solve it in 60 seconds.

60 seconds. Your answer is 12-6/8. You should have

a problem

Since 5/8

We have

which looks lik'e this: (Beep)

17-3/8 8/8

5-5/8
from 11/8 is 6/8, and 5 T17-6ra 17 is f2,

its answer, the problem looks like this:

Mom
.111

37-11/8
5-5/8 ,

in final form, with



(9) (Beep) 17-11/8

Now itts not quite in formal

form because the 6/8 can be reduced. What do I rian by reduced?

Find a number that will divide both 6 and 8 evenly. Will 2 do this?

(10) 6 dkvided by 2 is 3. 8 divided by 2 is h. (Beep)

So it looks as though our answer of 12-6/3 =- 12-3/4. Now consider only

the fractional parts of the two ansuers on the card. That is 6/8 and

3/4.

(11) I say that 6/8 = 3/4. These are called equivalent fractions even though

(Beep) each appears different from the other. ,You can always check to see if

to fractions are equivalent,

(12) Consider the form X = Z

(Beep) 1W

To see if 2 fractions are equivalent, one rule says that the number

in the X position multiplied by.the number in the ItT position must

(13) give a prodAt that is eqTlal to the product of Y times Z.

(Beep) X = Z Letts write the 6/8 = 3/4. right next to the general form.

Is 6 x I. = 8 x 3? Sure both answers are = 24. This tells us that.

6/8 and 3/4 are equivalent fractions,

(14) Let's practice on another couple of fractions. Is 2/3 = 4/6?

(Beep) Try this: Is 2 x 6 = to 3/4? Sure. Both products are = 12.

This tells us that 2/3 and 4/6 are equivalent fractions. Equivalent

(15) fractions lead us into a way of solving this type or problem:

(Beep) 21-2/3
- 11-5/12

Before we can even begin to solve this problem, we must-change'one or
both of the fractions into equivalent fractions both having the same

denominator. This denominator is called a common denominator because

it must be the same or common to both fractions,

(16) How do we arrive at the common denominator in this example? Ve

must have a number which both 3 and 12 will divide an even number of

times. (Beep) 12 divides 12 once and 3 civid3s 12 four times. So,

it looks as though 12 is our com.on denomjnator.

(17) Now 5/12 already has 12 as a denominator so we leave that as it is.

(Beep) Pur problem is to change the 2/3 into 12ths.
21-2/3 := 21

12

- 11-5/12 = 11-5/12

You can ask yourself: 3 times what number is 12. Your answer,



(18) 4. So, ifYau multiply the 3 by 4 to get 12, you must multiply

(Beep) the 2 x ii, which gives you 8. In other words:

2 X 4 = 8

3 XT = 12

RemeMber how to check equivalent. fractions. Try .it. Is

(19) 2/3 == 8/12?

(Beep) Rememb,:r 2 X 12 must = 3 X 8. Is it? Yes, both answers are 240

Now we have come a long ways from our original. problem.

(20) Me started with 21-2/3

(Beep) - 11.5/12

(21) and changed its form to 21-8/12

(Beep) - 11-5/12

Can you finish the.problem now?

(22) Your answer is 10-3/12, which can be reduced to 10.1/4.

(Beep)

(23) Is 3/12 = to 1/4?
.

(Beep).4 Is 3 X 4 = 12 X.1?
Your final answer should be 10.1/4

(2)4) Can you do this problem in the next minute?

(Beep) 8-1/4
. 6-1/2 Time: 60 seconds

Remember, me must choose a common denominitor. I say this time itts 4,

because 4 divides 4 once and 2 divides 4 two times.

;*0 Our problem takes form o4f:

(25) 8.114 = 8-1/4
(Beep) . 6-1/2 - 6-2/4

This is because I looked at the fraction 1/2 = and said that

4

2 X 2 = 4. Therefore, I must multiply the 1 X 2 also and I came up

with 2/4.

(26) That is 1 X 2. . 2

(Beep)

Now, consider the problem from the beginning again --

0
(27) 8-1/4 = 8-114

(Beep) . 6-1/2 = -6-2/4

You can't take 2/4 from 114, so we 'mist borrow 1 from the 83.1eaving 7.
Change the 1 to 4/4 and our problem takes the form

(28)

4/4
. 6-2/4

or
(28) 7

(Beep) -5/4
. 6-2/4



(29)

(Beep)
Then youlre final1y ready to arrive at the final

Now, rewind the tape and ask your instructor for
which goes along with this tape.

.(30) END

answer of 1-340

the problem sheet



SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIONS

We can thange the form'of the number 1 many different ways. Try filling in

the blanks of the chart below. .

1 4
1 =

1
- 1 = 4 1

'1
2

.

2
1 = -5-

1

1 =
3

1 = 1 =
9

You often need to think about nanging the form of the number 1 in order to

solve certain subtraction problems.

2. Fill in the blanks using the first example below.

+

5
+

a. 14 = 13 + 1 = 13

b . 12 =, 11 +

C.
11144.44404.4*

= + 1 = 7 + E

Fill in the bIanks using the first example below.

a. 12= 12 + = + + = U +2 2 2

b 4 1 -4. = 3 + + .34 = 3 +

1
c. 2 -5- = 2 + 1 + 1 + = 1 +

+

+

2

=

=

7

3

1114....
1
5

Now let's try to use some of the ideas above to solve this subtraction problem.

12'-, 11 -g-, + 1 13 2.
2

-
-.

you, If have 8 - for yomr answer,
,.

- 3 - 7
you should go on to problem 5.

Try this one.
5

1

0
- 2 If you have 2 for your answer, do the next 3

problems. If you did not, get some help before

going on.

7. 14 -36-
8. 3

4-
1

- 5 -

C-8



'

MULTIPLICATION OF FRACTIONS

The purpose of this tape is to assist you in multiplying numbers
involving fractions. You should have slide #1 in front of you. Through-
out this slide program you will hevr a series of beeps, each one sounding
like this: -. Each time you hear this sound -- that is the signal to

, press the button to see the next slide.

(1)

Beep

Letts consider.the first problem:

Do you think we could write this problem graphically?
(2)

Beep I would iik you to consider this rectangle as one whole unit.
IMAGINE SEPARATING it into four equal parts. Like this:

(3)
Beep Now can you choose 3 of these parts? That is, 3 of the 4ths0 We

call them 4ths because we started with 1 whole rectangle and marked
off four equal parts and each part is 1 of the 4. Thus, 1/40
Getting back to our original question, I want you to look at 3 6f

these 4ths0 Especially these 30

(10

Beep Notice I have shaded 3 of these 4ths. 3 of the 14 equal parUso Now

our original problem was

(5)
Beep We have represented the 3/4 graphically by shading 3 of the h parts,

Now, how do we represent the 5 x 3/4?
(6)

Beep If I had. 5 rectangles with 3/4 of each one shaded, wouldn't this
represent 5:x 3/4? Sure it would. Each rectangle has 3 of the 4
equal parts Shaded and we have 5 rectangles and therefore 5 x 3/4.

Novt to solve the problem. That is, come up with an answer. Will
you count the number of little Shaded rectangles? You should have

15 of them. Each small rectangle is 1/4 of One of the large

rectangles. So, actually, this 15 represents

(7)
Beep To so1ve this problem using arithintic, you could end up with 15

'again .by writing it as it is on this slide-.

Notice we multiplied only the numerator 3 by the whole number 50
The denominator h stays just as it is,

(8)

Beep and 5 x 3 15

--6--



I
1

(9
Beep Now 15 is an improper fraction because the numerator is larger

than the denominator. So can you now change 15 into .a mixed

number (a -whole number and a fraction)? 4 divides 15, 3 times

With 3/4 left, so our final answer is 3-3/4.

(10)
Beep Now let's go back to our 5 shaded rectangles. Only this time,

notice I have numbered the small shade,d ones in the bottom rec-

tangle*

(11)

Beep Can you imagine moving the small No. 1 rectangle up to the empty

space in the 1st rectangle3 No. 2 red-bangle up to the empty space

in the second rectangle; and, finally, do the same with No. 3

rectangle up into the empty space in the third rectangle.

(12)

Beep. Once you have done this, we haVe a picture that looks like thisc..

How many-whole rectangles do we have? Three'. HoW much of another

3/4? So, all together, we have 3-3/4 rectangles shaded.

(13)

Beep Remember our original problem? 5 x 3/4 -4 5x 3 and our answer of

15 which was 3-3/40

.7

(14)
Beep Me have just seen how from our original 5 rectangles we formed 3

whole shaded rectangles and 3/4 of another for a total shaded

area of 3-3/4 rectangles.

And what you see in these 3-3/4 shaded rectangles is a graphic

description of the answer to our'preblem.

(15) In Algebra there is a rule that.says 5 x 3/4 r3 3/4 x 5' Th it

Beep true in this example?

(16)

,Beep This means that 5 x 3 3 x

Now 5 x 3 is 15 and 3 x 5 is 15, so we get

t17)
Beepe 15 = 15 or

3-3/4 " 3-3/4 So rou can see the rule holds or is true

in this example we have just solved,

The problem we just solved was multiplication between a Whole

number and a fraction. Let's try one that multiplies a fraction

by a fraction,



11%

(18),
Beep try 2 x 3

.5 17

(19)

Beep Rule for multiplication of 2 fractions says to multiply the a
numerators together (top numbers) and put that answer over the
one you get by multiplying the two denominators together. That
is 2 x 3 6

20

We must remember to reduce the answer to lauest terms if it is
not already there.

(20)

If you look at 6, both 6 and 20 can be factored. That is,

6 = 2 x 3 = 2..x 3
2-5 4-3E3 x 5

0

Two shots, Since 2 is a common factor in the numerator and
denominator, letls divide it out,

(21)

Beep WO ShOtt3.1 2 x 3
2-3-2-5:75 10

Therefore, we can see that 6

reduces to 3
10.

(22)

Beep Let's double check to see if 6 :2 3
"0 TO

Remember the rule? 6 x 10 must = 3 x 20

Does it? Sure - 6 x 10 60
and - 3 x 20 = 60

0

0 0 6 =4 3n
Now I'd like to see if we can represent this same problem graph-
ical1y0

(23)

Beep Letls lOok at our original problem -

2 x 3 You should see that it is Sths and ilths that we
.5 -4 are multiplying by.each other.



(24)

Beep Now let's take a rectangle and do two things to it.- First, let's
separate its top side 3hto 4ths0 Second, actls separate the left

side into 5ths0 Now eytend the lines all the way through the
rectangle and count the sviall rectmgles we got by doing this,
(Pause) Aren't there 20 of them? Our original problem was

2 x 30 We have marked off the 5ths and the 4ths0 Now we must

5 71

shade how many of each of these we want; that is, since we have 2,

(25)

Beep We must shade 2 of the rovis representing 5ths0

(26)

Beep Since we are also working with 3 of the 4ths we must shade 3 of
the columns which represent 4ths.

(27)
3

Beep Then to see what 2 x 3 looks like, let's put two pictures together,

5 4'
Now a question for you; ho',T many of the small rectangles are in
the two rows we shaded and are also in the three colunras we shaded?
Areh't there 6?

-

(28)

Beep Look at the small numbered rectangles. Don't these occur in the
2 rows representing 5ths and are also in the 3 columns representing

hths?

(29)
Beep 00L, a few conölusions. How many small rectangles in all? 20.

(30)
Beep How many small rectangles occurred .in the two rows and 3 columns

at the same time? 6. ,.

(31)
Beep So we ended up with 6 rectan.gles out of the 20 possible',

..(32)

30ep look at our original. problem and its answer.

(33)
Beep Have we shown graphically the arrswer to this problem? Yes, we have.

(3h)
Beep - However, when done with arithmetic you should reduce the answer as

we did befor.e,



MULTIPLICATION OF FRACTIONS

1. Fractions arc easy to multiply. Multiply the two top numbers together and

put your answer on top. Multiply the two bottom numbers together and put that

number on the bottom. Then reduce your fraction if possible.

Try this one:
2 2 x 3XI

4 7 x

Your answer should be 6

28 14

If yoli do not see how we reduced this
answer, look at the example done in the
next problem.

2. Now try this one:

3 2 3 x 2

4 6 4 x 6

1 6
Your answer should be 4 Did you get -g and forget to reduce it? If you did,

look at this: ala
1

-OT = =

1

4 x
1

Since we see that 6 is a number common to both top and bottom, we divide that

number out.

3. Try factoring these numbers into prime factors. Break down the numbers as far as

possible. Look at the first example.

24 = 6 x 4

= 2x3 x 2x2

12 =

8 =

64 =

32 =

. 8 =

4. Use the above factors to help yOu reduce these fractions:

8

6

6

=

12
7.)

0

.;;Iltiply the fractions in problems 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10. Remember to try to reduce.

5. 2 3 6. 2 3 7i 3 4
x

= x

8.

7 x
9. x

5

10. 2 6x



DIVISION OF FRA.CTIONS

The purpose of this tape is to help you understand the process of
dividing one fraction by anether. You should press the button until
slide one appears. Throughout this slide program you will hear a series
of beeps, each one sound:Wg like this Each time you hear this
sound -- that is the signal to press the button to see the next slide.

Tde should look at several ideas before solving a division problem.

(1)

Beep Getting back to slide one. Notice you are asked to
divide 2/5 by 3/4. Before we even atteMpt to get
an answer to this problem, there are several ideas
we should think about.

(2)

Beep Notice that on this slide we have four problems. 4 x 1 = 4
a 5 x m 5

8 x 1 = 8
..,.x 1 -

These are examples of our first principle. That
is, you can multiply any number by one and get the
same number you started with for an answer.

(3)
Beep On this slide you can see four more problems.

These problems are examples of our second principle.
This principle says if you divf.de any number by
itself, you get one for an answer. This is not
true for 0/0 but you won't nodd to know this.

(4)
Beep On this slide you see four more problems. These problems are

examples of the principle of reciprocals0

kis the reciprocal of 4 because 4 x1/4 = 1
1/5 is the reciprocal of 5 because 5 x 1/5 =, 1

1/8 is the reciprocal of 8 because 8 x 1/3 = 1
2/1'1s the reciprocal of -kgbac4use 1/2.x 2/1 = 1

4 x 1/4 2. 1

5 x 1/5 tr,

8 x 1/8 = 1
1/2 x 2/1 = 1



(5)
Beeli Letts.look at another slide aad see if we can find, some reciprocals.

(6)

Beep Well 3 x 1/3 7

3 cwhat r4 1
2/3 x what = 1
3/14 x what 1
2/5 x what = 1

3 x 1 = 3 =.1 'Therefore, 1/3 must

7 3 be the reciprocal of 30

Beep 2/3 x 3/2 = 2 x 3 = 6/6 = 1 Therefore, 3/2 must be' ihe reciprocal

3 x 2 of 2/3.

(8)
Beep 3/4 x 4/3 ' 3 x 4 = 12/12 = I Therefore, 4/3 Must be the

E-7-3 reciprocal of 3/40

(9)
Beep 2/5 x 5/2 = 2 x 5 = lo/lo = 1 Therefore, 5/2 nust be the reciprocal

3-37f of 2/5.

0.0)
Beep 3 x 1/3 =.1

2/3 x 3/2 = 1

-Now let's look at all four of the
examples we started with at first,

3/4 x 4/3 = 1
2/5 x 5/2 = 1

In each of these four exampleb, the
reciprocals are underlined. A rule to
remember to get the reciprocal of a
fraction; turn the fraction apside down,
Notice the reciprocal of 2/3 is 3/20
The reciprocal of 3/4 is 4/3. The recip-
rocal of 2/5 is 5/2. Now 3 is the same as
3/1 (3 divided by 1 is 3) And the
reciprocal of 3/1 is 1/3. So again we
have turned the fraction upside down.

(a)
Beep Here is our fourth principle.

(12) let's review. Here is a slide.that has
Beep applied to a number.

10 4 x 1 =

29 4/4 =

39 4 x 1/4 =

40 4/3. =

1

That is,
divided
number0

all four of the

any number
by 1 is that

principles



tt

(12 continued)
10 Number ono says we can multiply any

number by ono and get that number.

2. Number tie soys if we divide a
number othor than zero, by itself
we get one..

30 Number three shows us that the
reciprocal of a fraction is found
by turning the fraction upside down
(or inverting). In this example,
kis the reciprocal of 4.

40 Number four tells us if we divide
.any number 'by one, we get that

number for an anm:er.

(13)

Beep Now bacc totour original problem 2/5. How do we solve this?

-37rt
(m)
Beep Is this true by one of our principles? Sure. The principle that

says if we multiply any number by one, we get that number.

(15)
Beep Now look at the 3/4. Does it have a reciprocal? Our reciprocal

rule tells us that the reciprocal of 3/4 is 4/30.

(16)

Beep Can you multiply the 3/4 by 4/3? Now we aren't finished yet. Since

we multiplied the denominator (at the bottom) or our original fraction
by 4/3, we must multiply the numerator (at the top) by 4/3 also. And
we get a problem that takes this form.

(17)
Beep 2/5 x 4/3

3/4 x 4/3 Notice on this slide, I have not written the one. Do you
know what happened to it?

(18)

Beep Answer this question? 'What is 4/3 equal to? One! Do you see now

that I have just changed the form of the one?

(19)
Beep Instead of saying 2/5 n 2/5

574 PE

(20)

Beep I now have 2/5 2/5 x 4/3

-574 7LT x 4/3 OK. We are almost ready for an answer.



(21) .

Beep. By our reciprocal rule, what is 3/4 x 4/3 equal to. If you have

forgotten; What is 3/4? What is 4 x 3?

(22)

Beep Then.what is 12/12? 12 divided. by 12 is one.

(23)

Beep Now our original problem takes the form of 2/5 = 2/5 x 4/3

574" 1 .

(24)
Beep In other words, 2/5 x 4/3 1"- 2/5 x 4/3

(25)

Beep 2/5 x 4/3
32

x
-1-5

(26)

. Beep And: 2 x 4 = 8 or 8
5 x 3 15 13

(27)

Beep Let's itc-iew. We started with 2/5

VIT

(28)

What did the rule say when
we had a number divided by
one? Didn't we get that
same'number?

Now finally we are ready to
get our answer0

4

Beep We looked at the bottom number or denominator and asked the question.

What is the reciprocal of 3/4? You said 4/3 and we multiplied both

top and bottom by 4/3,

(29)

Beep Now 4/3 over 4/3 is equal to 1 so we haven't changed value Of original

problem. We know that: 3/4 x 4/3 la 12 = 1 So our problem took the

form of 12

(30)
Beep 2/5 x 4/3 which was equal to 2/5 x 4/3 and working this

multiplication problem
out, we arrived at an
answer of:

(31)
Beep 2 x 4 Which is equal to 8

TS-C. 15

(32 )

Beep Can-you do this problem using the four rules we have gone over today?

1/3.

3/7
Good luck!
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DIVISION OF FROTIONS1.1. .* ..
Fill in'the blanks using the first problem in each column as an example.

= 1

411

Mr11

These problems are examples of the ideas you sháuld have in mind when dividinz,
fractions,

Here is one example of dividing one fraction by another,

3 3 3 7 7
z. E x 1 = X V x

2 2 2 7
+-*M............ryl.

1
7 7.

. 3 x 7
3 x 7 . 21 V4 2 5

x IT

Try this problem using the one above as an example. .Fill in the blanks,

2

:.1

2. a 5

x 5 2 x
3 4' 10_

Try doing this problem writing in all the steps as in the above problems,.

The problem below shows the shortcut that is often used instead of the longer
method in the above problems.

7 =1 8 lx8 = 8 = 1
IT UU.

X7
8-7-7 56 7

'When you see 1 * 7 7 7
U all you do is invert the B (turn Ziupside down) and multiply:

1 7

U



4

Use the method in prpbiem 4 to solve this problem:

3

7

0 If your answer is l4s0, go on to the other problems. If you did not; try to

find your mistake-. Then do problems 6, 7, 80

ONO
7. 3 2

13* t
8.
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IMPROF;ER FRACTIONS AND MIXED NUMBERS

The purpose of this tape is to help you understand an improper

fraction and how it is related to a mixed number. Often it is necessary

to change an improper fraction to a mixed number or a mixed number to an

improper fraction. _These two operations will be seen on this program.

You should press the control button un.til slide one appears.

Throughout this program you will hear a series of beeps/ each one sounding

like this . Each time you hear this sound -- , that is the signal to

press the button to see the next slide,

(1)
Beep Now on slide one you see two types of fractions. One is a proper

fraction, the other ib improper. Do you know the difference?

The first orie, 5/12 is called a proper fraction. The top number
(or numerator) is smaller than the bottom one ( or denominator )0

The second one, 12/5 is an improper fraction because the numerator

is larger than the denominator. It is with this second type we will

work first.

(?)

Beep Here you see a series of 3 improper fractions, 12/5, 7/61 and 10/3e

want to change each of these to a mixed number. Let's work with

the first one.

(3)
Beep To change 125 to a mixed number, you should realize when you look

at 12/5, you are saying 12 divided by 50

(4)
Beep Now it looks like a long division problem. How many times will 5

go into 12? Well, 5 x 1 v.- 5, 5 x.2 = 10, and 5 x 3 2. 15, 15 is

too large so it looks as though 5 will go into 121 two times with

some left over. How many lefb?

.(5)

Beep 5 goes into 12, 2 times. 2 x 5 is 10. and 10 from 12 is 2. So we

have a remainder of 2/5.

Beep And our final answer looks like this: 12 divided by 5 is 2-2/5.

?-2/5 is called a mixed .number because it has a whole number and a

fractional part,

(7)
Beep And our original problem of changing an improper fraction to a

mixed number has been completed,



(8)
Beep' Now our second improper fraction was 7/6. Can we change this to a

mixed number?

Beep 7/6 equals 7 divided by 6.

(10)

Beep 6 goes into 7, once with 1/6 left. And our problem takes the form of:

(11)
Beep 1-1/6 is a mixed number becau.se it has.a. whole number and a fractional

part.

(12)

Beep And we have changed the improper fraction 7/6 into a mixed number of
. 1-1/6. .

(13)

Beep Can you change the 3rd improper fraction we started out with-to a
mixed number? 10/3 'is to what mixed number?
You have 15 seconds-to. change 10/3 to a mixed number.

(1)4)

Beep You should have 3 and 1/30 10/3 Pa 10 divided by 30

(15)

Beep 3 divided by 10 3-1/3. 10 divided by 3 is equal to 3-1/3
Therefore, our original problem takes the form oft

(16)

Beep 10/3 = 3-1/3

(7)
Beep Let's look at the 3 mixed numbers we have come up with.

2-2/5 1-1/6 3-1/3
Let's see if we can start with each of these and change it back to a
mixed number.

(18)

Beep First, 2-2/5 is eqaal to some improper fraction. Let's find it.

(19)

Beep 2-2/5 = 2 2/5

(2.0)

Beep 2 4. 2/5 = (2 x 1) + 2/5 I would like to change the form of the 1 on
the right side of this equation to 5/5. Do
you know why chose 5/5 rather than 3/3 or
6/6?

(21) .

Beep Our problem now takes the form of (2 x 5/5) 4' 2/5



(22)

Beep And from this we get (2 x 5/5) + 2/5 n 2 x 5 2 = 10 :I- 2

(23)

Beep And finally, 10 + 2 = 12 And so the problem of changing 2.2/5
-5 5 3 into an improper fraction has been

completed.

(24)
Beep And we have 2.2/5

1, (25)
Beep Can we do the same with this mixed number? 1-1/6 ?

(26)

Beep 1-1/6 tz 1/6. Let's change the form of the 1 again. This time
to 6/60

(27)

Beep Now we haves1+ 1/6 m 6/6 .1- 1/6

(28)

Beep And 6/6 1/6 = 7/6

(a9)
Beep Our problem is finished as we have changed 1-1/6 to 7/6.

(30)

Beep Now for our'last mixed number. Can you change 3-1/3 into an improper
fraction? Try it. You have 30 seconds.

Your answer is 10/3

(31)

Beep 3.A1/3 3 1/3

(32)

Beep 3 1/3 =. (3 x 1) 1/3.

(33)
Beep Change the 1 to 3/3 and you get

(34)
Beep (3 x 3/3) 113 IA 3 x 3 1

3 5;

(35)
'Beep x 3 1 u 9 -I- 1 = 10

--3-- 3 3 3

(36)

Beep Then your problem is completed. You have changed 3-1/3 into 10/3.
In other words: 3-1/3 2= 10/3



Change the forms

X
a) XII' = y

b). 11 ; 3 =

3

12 2
2.

=
10

IMPROPER FRACTIONS AND MIXED NUMBERS

of the given problems as is done in the example a)

yry-

Change this improper fraction to a mixed number. Follow the example above.

13

Here is an example of changing a mixed number to an improper fraction.

a 2 2 i

3
See if you can 41/4 ' 14 *3 4
fill in the

,

<missing parts ' 4( ) ...- 1

5q)+
2
3" to this prOblem:

16

15 2=

= 17

10 Change 4 to an improper fraction. Follow the pattern in problem 3 above.

11.144.Mayry

In. 5, 6,7, change the mixed number to an improper fraction.

6. =

In 8, 9, 10, change the improper fraction to a mixed number.

8. 22
'77 90 41

70
3

10. 33

-6 =



MULTIPLICATION OF DECIMALS

The purpose of this program is to help you multiply numbers involving
decimals. You should have slide one in fron of you. If you do not, push
the control button until it appears. Throughout this program, you will hear
a series of beeps, each one sounding like this -- . Each time you hear
this sound -- 1 that is the signal to press the baton to see the next slide,

1. Now back to slide one,
Here you see one equation

(I)
Beep 22=2 Number one says 'that the whole number two

might be to have an invisible decimal
point and all I have done is shown you
where it is. This is true for any whole
number, if the decimal point does not
appear, it can always be placed to the
right far behind the number as it is
shown on this next slide.

'(2)

Beep 3.113. In each of these cases, you can see that
11=11. the decimal point always is placed behind
101=101. the number.

(3)
Beep Now, look at.two Tvre numbers.

2.1
3.25 These already have decimal points, so MO

do not have to be concerned with placing
them any more.

04)
Beep Now, will you look at this problem,

2.1 We can go ahead and multiply the numbers
and you come up with a problem that looks
like this.

(5)
.Beep 2.1

x 2.

Er- And the numbers in our answer are: four-two
But you are not finished yet, because you
must consider where to put the decimal
point.in your answer0 I am going to tell
you the rule and then show you why we
need it..



(5.continued)

(6)

Beep

Look at the.two numbers you multiplied
together. How many digits or numbers
are on the right sid,) of either decimal
point? The one is on the right side of
the decimal point in 2.1 There are
no numbers on the right of the decimal
point in 2. We have a total of one
number on the right of either decimal
point. Now start from the right in your
answer and count one place and put your
decimal in between the 2 and the 4.

And we have completed our problem and see its answer
of 4.2

Now a question for you. "Why must the -decimal* go there?
Rather than in front of the 4 or behind the 20 To help
you see why, let's look at the same problem again but in
fractional form.

.(7)
Beep Since: 2.1=21/10= 21/10

and
2. z1 2 'our problem takes the form of:

(8)

Beep 2.1
x 2 = 21 x 2

TO

(9)
Beep 21 x 2 = 21 x 2 42 and 42 can be reduced

T --IT To TO

(10
Beep 42 and the 4. 2 written as a decimal takes the form 4.2

10 10 Isn't 4.2 the same answer as we had back on slide (0?

(11)

Beep Same as (6) Sure it is. Now it is a lot easier to get
the answer directly through decimals but
the work on fractions often helps you to
understand why the decimal goes wher it does.

(12)

Beep Let's try .annther problem. 3.25

x 2. multiply the numbers. Ine get
a problem that looks like:

(13)
Beep 3.25

x 2.
650 and the numbers in our anmqer are six five, zero.

C-25



(13 continued) But don't forge.t to put the decimal point
'in your answer. Otherwise, it is wrong.
How many numbers are.on the right of
either decimal point? Aren't there two?
The 2. and the 5 are on the right of the
decimal point in 3025 so you must start
.on the right side of your answer and count
over two numbers. The 0 would be one and
the 5 would be 2 so your decimal goes
between the 5 and the 60

Beep And our problem takes the final form of 3.25
x 2.
.67-57 and the problem is

completed.

(15)

Beep Since: 3.25 = 3. 25 = 325 and 2. = 2
no. I 5

(16)

Beep

3025 = 325 x 2

Again let me show you
why the decimal must
go there.

We can change the form of our problem from
decimals to fractions like we did before..

Now muniply the two fractions together,
We see:

(17)
Beep 325 x 2 = 325 x 2 ta 650 Reducing 650 we get:

100 1 100 x I 100 100

/(18)

'Beep 6. 50 which when changed to a decimal is 6.50. Isn't 6.50 the same
100 answer that we came up with by multipaying the two decimals

together?

(19)
Beep Same as 14. Sure! You can see that it is. Try this problem now.

. .

(20)

Beep 3.25
x 2.1 Write it on .a sheet of paper and work it

in the next 60 seconds. Remember, you
have 60 seconds. Begin!

60 se,'..,onds



(21)

Beep You should have a problem that .looks like this: 3.25

2.1

J72-37

65o
6-07E5

Remember how your decimal is placed'? There is.a total
of 3 numbers on the right side 'of either decimal point
so we must start at the right of our answer and count
3 nUmbers:

o the 5 is one
the 2 is two
and the 8 is:our thf.rd number.

the decimal point goes between the
8 and the 6.

(22)

Beep ( End )

Now you shoUld rewind the tape and ask your instructor for the
problem sheet which accompanies this programo
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MULTIPLICATION OF DECIMALS

FILL IN THE BLANKS IN THE FIRST FOUR PROBLEMS

1.

2.

3.

1.5 = 1

15 X 21

= Ta

=

,10 10 100

315
- - 3.

100 100

1.5

X2.1

Your answer to problem 5 should be the same as the answer to problem 4. If it is not,
try to find your mistake Then continue with problems 6, 7, 8, and 9.

6. .4.5 7. 8.5

6. X 1.4

8. .041 9. 3.25

X .81 X .4

Your decimal point must be in the correct position in the answers of 6,
You should have counted as man; places from the right in your answer as
to the right of either decimal point up in the problem. If you did not

10. 3.451

X .11

7, 8 and 9.
the places

, try problem 10.

You should have your decimal point located 5 places from the right of your answer.
If you do not, ask your teacher for some help.



,

. DIVISION OF DECYALS

The purpose of this program is to help you divide numbers involving
decimals. You should have slide one in front of you. If you do not, push
thn control button until it appears. Throughout this program, you will
hear a series of beeps, each one sounding like this -- Each time you
hear this sound that is the signal to press the button to see the
next slide0

Now,. back to slide 10

(1)

Beep x = x The reason for.this slide is to remind
you that all three ways say the sa,lie

thing° x divided by y.
Now let's take a look at a problem.

(2)

Beep 15 S: 0o5 = 1'50 0o5/1747`'

(3)
Beep The first thing we must do is to move the decimal oint outside the

division sign to the right side of the 5. 005,v 150
t711/

Now how many places have we moved it? Tw60 Then we must also move
the decimal point inside two places to the right, since there are no
numbers on the right of the decimal point, we make some by writinr.:
some zeros on the right of the decimal point. Like this: .0 )15.00

(4)
Beep Notice I have added 2 zeros to our picture. Now remember, we moved

the decimal outside two places to the right so we must also move
the decimal point inside two places to the right. Like this0.

"(5)
Beep .05.63:(T0

Beep Now divide the problem. 15 divided by 5 is 3. 3 x 5 m 15
o divided by 5 = O. Then placing our new decimal place in the
answer, our answer has the final form of:

(7)
Beep 300. Now to help you understand why the decimal must be moved,

let's change our original problem to fractions and work out
an answer.

(8)
Beep Now 15 is the same as 15/1 (read 15 aver 1) and .05 = 5/100 so we

can change the form of this problem to:



4

(9)
Beep 15 Looking at this problem, it is dividing one fraction by

1 another. From our program on divisioncffractions, you

---3 should see that this problem takes the form of:

100
(10)

Beep 15 x 100 Notice we multiply both numerator aad7 5 = aSoo denominator by 100

57i-r5d- 5 over

5
Any number divided by 1 is that number.

(11)

Beep So 3500
1500 2= 300

(12)

Beep Isn't this the same answer we gbt by dividing the decimals by long

division? Yts it-is.

(13)

Beep Now let's look at another type: 18.6 4 .3 18.6 2.2 0.32/V
.3

Here we again have to move the decimal outside the division sign

one place to the right so our problem takes the form of:

(14)

Beep 03.JI7 6"- But don't forget. If up moved the decimal on the
outside one place to the right, we mustalso move the

decimal inside one place to the right. So our problem

has the final form of:

(15)
Beep .3.)1g787: Now Iv.e are ready to use regular long division to.come

1/44 up with our answer.

(16)

Beep Oi
62.

Why did we move the decimal again? This could be shown

18 using a plan like we did for the first problem on this

program. But we won't do it here.

6
---6

(17)

Beep One more type. 16.8 6 = 1648 = Vinr

Notice in this problem w6 are dividing a decimal by a.whole number.

See that form on the right side of'the,screen. I could also write

it this way0



(18)

Beep'. 8.)527.-ET This comes fram the idea we discussed before on the
placing of decimals in whole numbers. We have not

moved the decimal at all, We have just shown where
it is in a whole number.

.(19)
Beep If we don't move the decimal outside, we

either and just put it up in our answer0

in long division.

(20)

Beep 80/16;8
16

8

and we have an answer of 2 1

don't move the one inside
Now work out the problem

(21)

Beep We have had 3 types of problems. Tipe I: whole numbers divided
by a decimal. Read problem

005,1g7

(22)
Beep Where we had to add some zeros before moving both decimal points

over 2 places.

(23) Type II: read problem 03)9TT decimal divided by a decimal.

Beep

(24)

Beep Where we just moved both the decimal points.over I place*

(25)

Beep Type III: read problem 032:7Er decimal divided by a whole number.

(26)

Beep Where we were dividing by a whole number and just left our decimal
where it was except for moving it up to become part of our answer.

(27)

Beep Using the ideas discussed on this program, copy these problems on
a sheet of paper. Copy all of them down. Then after shutting the
projector off, work them out and hand them to your teacher.



DIVISION OF DECIMALS

Write the given problem in two other ways as the first example;

a) X

) 3

c)

cl)

4

=

= 5 - 2

2. Write this problem in two other ways as you did thoie in problem 1.

1.7/ 3.4 -=

1

3. Change 3.4 to a fraction: 3.4 =

4. Change 1.7 to a fraction: 1.7 =

5. Now divide the fraction in problem 3 by the fraction in problem 4.

34
10

17

1.0

6.

Your answer should

Look at the same

be 2.

problem using decimals.

You must move the decimal outsl,de on place to the right.
So you must also move the decimak inside one place to the
right.

1.7/ 3.4

Now divide. You should get 2 for an answer. If you did,
do 7, 8, 9, and 10. If you did not, check your work.

7. .6/ 3.612 8. .10/ 1.20

10. 1.1/ 22.33
9. .12/ 24



RATIO

Ratio is a way to compare two items. The next three slides show
examples of the ratio between two items,

(1)

Beep If you were asked to set up a ratio of games won to games played
for a ball team who had won 10 games out of 12, your ratio would
look like this:

games won - that is 10 10
Remember - games played that is 12 = lf

(2)
Beep If you were asked to set up a ratio of girls to boys for a class that

had 8 girls and 5 boys, your ratio would look like this:
girls to boys . 8 girls over 5 boys. 8. would be the ratio of

3..girls to boys.

(3) 1

Beep Let's say you took a test. The test had 10 problems on it and you
had 9 of,t,hem right. Here:is the'ratio of problems right to.total
problems.

9 right 9
out of 1T4 10

(4)..
Beep You see on this slide 3 forms which say the same thing. The first

form is.the ratio of x to y. The middle form is r:ead x.to y. And
the third form say's x to y.

It is the third form that is the one that tells you how to set up
the 1st form.

(5)
Beep Take a closer look at the third form0 x is the first letter when

you read the form from left to right. So we call x the 1st term0
y is the 2nd letter in the sentence. So we call the y the 2nd term.

(6)

Beep This is always the case. When you set up a ratio the 1st term is
on top and the 2nd term is on the bottom.

(7)
Beep Remember x is the firsU.term, y is the second term. So when we set

up the ratio of x to y, we have x over

(8)
Beep Remember, the first ratio I asked you to set, up. A team had won 10-

games out of 12 played. And I asked you to.set up the ratio of
games won (thatts.10) to games played (that's 12) so we wrote:



(9)
Beep 10 over This ratio can be reduced, very much the same way we do

fractions.

(10)

Beep 10 can be factored into 5 x 2.
12 can be factored into 2 x 2 x 3.
Since 2 is a factor common to both numbers, letts divide this

factor out.

(11)

Beep We have left 5 aver or 5 This is the final form of the
2x3 6 reduced ratio.

(12)

Beep The second ratio was girls to boys for a class tha.t had 8 girls
5 boys

so we wrote:

(13)
Beep 8 over as to the ratio of girls to boys.

The third ratio was about a test you
took and had 9 out of 10 problems.
I asked you for the ratio of problems
right to the total number of problems.

(14)

Beep 9 right
10 total problems

(15)

Beep So ypu wrote 9 over as to the ratio of problems right to total
problems. 10

Ask your teacher for the work Sheet that accompanies this programo
Try setting up the ratios on it.
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RATIO

A ratio has a first term and a second term. Here is a ratio
X to Y,

. It is read .

Which letter comes first in that last sentence? Isn't it.the X? The X is called
.the first term. Which lettflr comes second? It is the Y. So we call I the second
term of the ratio.

5 The first term is the
is a ratio. The second term is the

You took a test with 10 problems on it. You had 9 of them correct. What is
the ratio of correct problems to total problems?

:9
You should have written 100

Read this sentence: What is the ratio of correct EabLells to totalTablems?

1st . 2nd

The phrase "correct problems' comes first in the sentence so you should have
that as the.first term in the proportion.

The phrase "total problems' comes second so that is the second term of the
proportion.

Try this one.

Our class has 14 boys and 9 girls. -Set up the following ratios*

a. Ratio of boys to girls,
,14 'Ratio of girls to boys.
co Ratio of girls to total in class.
d. Ratio of boys to total in class.

,A car traveled 150 miles on 10 gallons of gas. Set up a ratio of miles to'

If you had 150 = 15 as the ratio of miles to gallons., go on to problem 5.
15o 15

Notice in this probleM, we had to.réduce our original ratio of 10 to 1 .

A football team lost two games and won Vgames. What is the ratio of games
won to total games played?

C-35



PROPORTION

A ratio compares two items . A proportion is a way to compare

four items,

(1)

Beep Here is an example of a proportion. Notice the fot ,. items x,y,z,

and w.

(2 )

Beep Look at this ratio.

(3)
Beep Look at this ratio and see they must be equal,

CIO
Beep In a proportion these two items must be here in order to have a

proportion.*

(5)
Beep (1) There must be two ratios.

(2) They must be ec213.10

Let's take a look at two different problems,

(6).

Beep Does 3/8 = 6/16 represent a proportion?
First of all, it does have 2 ratios so it fills the first rule that

we had for a proportion. Next, we must cheek to see if the ratios

are equal. There is a quick way to do this.

(7)
Beep Look at this picture. See the two numbers that are connected by

the red line. Multiply them together.

(8)
Beep 16 x 3 22- 480

(9)
Beep See the two numbers connected by the line. Multiply these two

.numbers together,

(10)
Beep 8

x6

a

(11)

Beep Since 16 x 3 " 48 and 8 x 6 " 48, we have equal ratios.



(12)
Beep Here are the two rules in order to have a proportiono

(1) Must have two ratios
(2) Ratios must-be equal

We have two ratios. We have just shown that they are equala

(13)

Beep Our original expression is a proportion and we don't need the
question mark because we have shown the two ratios equalo

Let's look at another problem now.

(14)
Beep 3/4 = 2/3 a proportion. 1st of all, we do have two ratios. So our

first rule holds. Now let's see if the two ratios are equal.

(15)
Beep Do it just like we did the other. Multiply the two numbc-s con-

nected by thp line.

(16)

Beep 3 x 3 = 9

(17)

Beep Multiply the two numbers connected by the blue line°

(18)

Beep 4 x 2 = 8

(19)

Beep Since 3 x 3 = 9
4 x 2 = 8, me do not have equal ratioso

(20
Beep Then 3/4 = 2/3 is.not a proportion. Now ask your teacher for the

practice Sheet for proportions')
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PROPORTION

1. Here is an example of a proportion:
Z

Y.

X Z
---As a ratio. is a ratio. The " = " sign tells you the ratios must be equal.

1 6
Here are two ratios: and

12
6

Since they are equal, we can set up the proportion: I=
2 - 12 .

2. Here are two more ratios:
3 ? 6

16
Notice the question mark over the equal sign.

8

Cross mA.tiplyt 3 x 16 = 48

8 x 6 = 48

This indicates that you must check to see if

3 6
If the.ratios are equal, then

8 16.

you have a proportion.

Since ypu get 48 for both answers, the ratios
are equal. Then you can say that

= is. a proportion..
3

8 16

2 8
3. Are-- andproportional? To answer this question, set up this problem:

3 12
2 ? 8

3 12

Cross multiply: 2 x 12 7=.- 24

3 x 8 = 24
Since you get 24 for :)oth answers, you can

2 8
say xf.§L, and ri are proportional.

5
4. Try this one: Are and propoltional? Set up this problem:

3 ? 5

Cross multiply: 3 x 6 = 18

4 x 5 = 20
Since 18 and 20 are not the same,
3

and 5- are not proportional.
4 6

In the problems below, check to see if the ratios are proportional. If they are,

write yes. If they ore not, write no.

5.

8.

2

5

5

9

?
=

?

4

10

10

18
9.

4 ? 5

9 10

2 0'

C38

10.

3

8

9

?

.

6

9

16

28



. RATIO AND PROPORTION

Quite often we run inbo the problem of telling whether two items
'are proportional to two other items. The problem is quite simple if you

know how to set it up. This program has three prdblems we will conslder,

(1)
Beep A family traveled 400 miles in ten hours.

(2)

Beep The next day, they traveled 320 miles in 8 hours,
The problem---ara these items proportional?

(3)
Beep There are two ways we can set

400 - the miles
the hdUrs

or this way:

this up.. This way 400
over10

320-miles
--87the hours

(4)
Beep 10/400 = 8/320

320
over
8

10 the hours 8 the hours
to go 400 miles to go 320 miles

Either way will allow you to check the proportion0
let's work wdth this one here. Remember how to check a proportion?
Try.cross multiplying.

(5)
Beep 10 x 320 n 3200 8 x 400 = 3200

(6)

Beep An easy rule to remember is to multiply 1st term (the top number)
of one ratio vith.the 2nd term (the bottom number) of the other ratio.

(7)
Beep

(8)
Beep

(9)
Beep

Since both answers are 3200, the times are proportional.

Try this problem: A salesman earned a commission of $75.00 for
making sales of $1,500.000 The next month he made $5,000.00 worth
of sales for a commission of $250.00. Let's set up a proportion,

75/1500 = 250/5000 Notice: 7 commission
over 100 sales

Both commissions on the top of the ratios.
Both sales on the bottom of the ratios. Now check
multiply.

= 250 commission
3555 sales

(10
Beep 75 tines 5000

1500 times 250

it out. Cross



(11)

i

.
.

,

Beep .
75 x 5000 = 375,000 Since both answers are equal to 3750000,

150u x 250 = 375,000 the items are proportional,

(12)

.Beep Try this one. Sam studied 6 hours and got 82 on an examination,

The next week he studied 4 hours and receivci 69 on his exam,

(13)
Beep letls set it up. 6 hours

over
82 score

4 hours It took 6 hours of study

. over .for a score of 82. So we

69 score put 6 over 82. It took
4 hours of study for a score
of 69. Sp we put 4 over 69.

Try to check this problem in the next

30 seconds - VW

30 seconds.

(1)4)

Beep You should have mUltiplied 6 times 69 and 4 times 82,

(15)

Beep 6 x 69 41)4

4 x 82 = 328

(16)

Beep Since the answers are not equal, the items are not proportional,

Now ask your teacher for the practice sheet whia goes along with

this program.



RATIO AND PR0PORTI01

1 A family traveled.80 miles and used 4 gallons of gas. The next day they
traveled 60 miles and used 3 gallons of gas.' Are these items proportional?

80 60
tIrst, you must set up the two ratios: and

-4 3 *

Next, set up the problem: 80 = 60 .

3

Cross-multiply: 80 x 3 = 240
60xI. = 240

Since both, answers equal 240, the items are proportimal.

Note that we could have set up the ratios: 4 and 3 and still come up
with the same answer.

Remember that what you put in the f3rst term of the second rAio must be the
same type of thing as is in the first term of the fdrst rat.).

EXAMPLE: 80 miles = 60 miles We have miles in the first term of the
'it hours 3 hours first ratio and must also have miles in

the first term of the second ratio.

Try this one: A salesman made a comissien of $400 for making sales of $800.
The next week he made $1.3600. worth of sales for a commission
of $80. Are these items proportional?

HINT: Your proporbion could be 40 = 80 or 800 = 1,600
Vdo

Now finish the problem.

If you answered yes, go on to 3, 4, 5. If you answered no, check your cross-
multiplication before going on.

A family traveled 120 miles in 2 hours. The next day they traveled 300 miles
in 5 hours. Are these items proportional:

40 JoAnne studied 1 hour for her history exam and received a 40. The next week
she studied 2 hours and received an eighty. Are these items proportional?

Rick bragged that he got 14 miles to one, gallon of gas. Bill bragged that he
went 21 miles on 1 and one-half gallons of gas. Shaw that the items are
proportional.



STORY PROBPNS AND PROPORTIONS

Proportions can make some types of story problems very easy if you

.know how to use them. This slide program has only three story problems on
.it. 'But if you watch and listen carefully, you will find the problems on

the work sheet easy.

(1)
Beep A family on a trip drove 400 miles in 10 hours. The next day they

drove at the same rate and went 320 miles. How long did it take them?

Notice here: 400 miles in ten hours
320 miles in how long?
let x be the number of houis it took them.

(a)
Beep We set up a proportion. In this problem since we are talking about

miles and hqurs, this is one way we could set it up:

Look at the left side. Miles are on top. How about the right side?
Are the miles on top here too? Yes. If yoU start with miles on top
on the left, the miles must be on top on the right also.

(3) .

Beep We could put it this way too. If you start with hours on top on
the left, hours must be on top on the right alsoo

(14)

Beep Letts go back to our problem: 400 miles in 10 hours
320 miles in x hours,'

Remember that we want to know how long it took the
family to go 320 miles so x is what we want to find.

(5)
Beep Letts start by setting up the left side of our proportion. Pat the

400.over the lb to show the family Went 400 miles in 10 hoUrso
Notice we have miles over hours.

Beep. So on the right side of our proportion, we must also have miles over
hours. OK, 320 over x. Again, miles over hours where x is the

. number.of.hours we are trying to find.

(7)
Beep Since this is a proportion, we can cross-multiply. 400 times x must

equal 320 x 100

(8)
Beep So we get 400 x = 3200 Now we have to find x. Divide both sides by

400, the number in front of the xo



(9)
Beep 400 x la 3200

1-166 "To-d .

(10)

Beep 400 = 1 400 divided by 400 1
456

(11)
Beep So we have 1 x or x = 3200 (Read 3200 divided by 4000)

Tiod

(12) 8

Beep 40060
3200

3200 divided by 400 8'

(13)
Beep So we have x 8. Since x was the number of hours it took the

family to drive 320 miles, this means the family took 8 hours to
drive the 320 miles.

(14)
Beep Let's try another common problem0 joe used 1504 gallons of gasoline

to go 320 miles. How many miles per gallon was that?

When they say per gallon, this means 1 gallon. The question, Hoo-
many miles for 1 gallon means that we let x be the number of miles.
That is what we are asked to find.

(15)
Beep Set up the proportion 320 = x

IT: 5.
We put the 320 over the 15.4
becpse-for,320 miles, we
used 15.4 gallons. We put the
x over 1 because we have the
320 miles on top on tlie left
so we must put x on'top on

.the right

(16)

Beep This goes back to the idea shown here. If you put miles aa top on
the left you must put miles on top on the right.

(17)

Beep Back to our problem. Now cross-multiply. That is, 320 times 1 =

15.4 times x

(18)
Beep 320 = 15.4 x Now divid6 both sideS by 15.4, the number in front of

the xo

(19)

Beep 320 = 15.4 x

I5aT



(20)

Beep 15.4 = 1 So we have

1-5:4'

(21)

Beep 320 = 1 x or x So to find x we must divide 320 by 1504

13:41

(22) 20.7

Beep 15 hr52-5:0.0 You see.an answer of 20070 This could have

L'Cl 308 been carried out further. But this gives
. 1200 you an idea that x is about 20.7

1078

(23)
Beep What was x again? The number of miles per gallon. This means that

the car vent 20.7 miles per gallon of gas.

(24)

Beep Now try soIv,ing this problem. Set up a proportion and-solVe as we
have done to the others. You have one minute..

Paul drove 75-miles in 2 hours. How far did he drive in 7 hours?

ONE-:.MINUTE TIME

(25)

Beep One proportion is this 75 = x Cross-multiply and you have:
2 7

(26)

Beep 75 x 7 = 2 x x or:

(27)

Beep 525 2x Divide both sides by 2 the number in front of the x.

(28)

Beep You get 525 = x

(29)

Beep 525 divided by 2 is 26205 Since we let x be the number of miles
Paul could drive in 7 hours, our answer is

(30)

Beep 262.5 mil:es

If you want to review these three problems, go back to the beginning
and run through the whole program again. Then ask your teacher for
the problem sheet that goes with.this program.



STORY PROBLEMS AND PROPORTIONS

A car traveled 200 miles in 4 hours. At the same rate, how long will it take

the car to go 300 miles?

Set up a proportion: 200 miles 300 miles

L. hours X hours

Notice that I put the miles in the first term of the first ratio so I must also

put miles in the first term of the second ratio,

Cross multiply: 200 x X 300 x 4

200X 1200

Now, divide both sides by 9200: X 1200 6 The nuMber of hours it took

200 the car to go 300 miles.

2. Solve this problem using a proportion:

John drove 360 miles on 18 gallons of gas. How manymiles per gallon was this?

HINT: You should use either one of these proportions:

360 X -or 18 .6: 1

-178 I T6-o-

You shauld get 20 miles per gallon as your ansver. If i.Ou do not, check your

work before going on with problems 3, 4, and s.

3. A car can go 100 miles in 2 hours. At the same rate how far will it travel in

7 hours?

4, Golf balls cost $ 1.95 for 3. At this same cost, how much will 27 cost?

5. A certain type of wire is bought at $ 1.25 for 100 feet. How much wire can

be purchased for $ 5.00?
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PERCENT IN RkTIO FORM

This program has two of the problems involving percent. Watch the
steps which use the ratio form of percent to solve the problems. Every
time you hear this souad *; 1 you should press the button to see the next
slide. You should now have slide 1 in front of you. If you do not, press
the button until it appears0

On slide one you see the
solve the first problem
of this program.

(2)

Beep

ratio over You will use this ratio to
100

I want you to look for these two words in the first probleml
what percent.

.(3)
Beep In fact every time you see these two words in a story problem,

(pause), you should realize that a good way to write this in ratio
form by writing x . Now let's look at our first problem

over

(4)
Beep

(5 )

Karen had a score of 54 on a test with 60 points. What percent of
the total points did she have?

Beep Notice the

over =
100-

words WHAT PERCENT. So let's start out by putting

on our papers.

(6)

Beep Now back to the problem. Same as number h. What ether numbers do
you see in this problem. There is a 54 and a 60. Think nowl How

many would she have to get right in order to have 100% as her score?

(7)
Beep Karen would have to get all 60 points for 100%. This tells you

that.60 must go right across from the 100 in the ratio we had before.

(8)

Beep . Notice, 60 is on the same level as the 100. Now the 54 goes in the
only other empty spot in the proportion.

(9)
Beep We have a proportion: X 12 54 Now, cross-multiply.

-100

C-46



(10)
Beep 60 X = 506

Beep 60 X = 5400 and 60 = 1 5400 = 90, so, we have
"TO .

65-

Divide both sides by- 60.

(12)
Beep 1 X or X = 90

(13) X

Beep Our original ratio was 10 so we found X = 90

(10
Beep 90 which is = to 90%* 90 is the ratio form of 90%.

100 over
100

This final 90% tells us that Karen has a score of 90% on her test()

(15)
Beep We have come quite a 1,ays from our original problem so let's try

anoitiher one ,of the same type. Th4,s is one:

Out of 20 students, 16 took a test. What percent took the test?
Can you find the two words, "WHAT PERCENT?

(16) X

Beep So we again start bywriting 100 o

(17)
Beep Now back to our problem. What other numbers do you see in this

problem? There is a 20 and a 16. Think now:: If all 20 of the
students had taken the test, 100% would have taken the test.

(18)
Beep So, 20 students represent 10% This tells you that the 20 must

go right across from the 100 in the ratio we had before.

(19) 1"

Beep Notice 20 is on the same level as. the 1000 Now, ':the 16 goes in
the only other empty spot in the proportion.

(20)
Beep

(21)
Beep

(22)
Beep

(23)
Beep

And we have this

20 X = 1600

20 X = 1600

proportion.

Divide both sides

And 20 = 1.
20

X

over

=

100

by 20.

1600
2020 , 20

1 X or X

C-47

16
over now, cross-muItip3y0
20

80 so we have



(24) X'
'Beep Our original ratio was over .We foond Xrt.80, so let's put 80 in

100 place of X.

(25)
Beep 80 'which is to 8W. 80 is the ratio form of 805.

TUG

This final 80% tells us that 80% of the students took the testo,

(26)
Beep Here is another problem. See if you can set up the proportion to

solve it.

9 of the 12 cars in the race crossed the finish line. What percent
of the cars crossed the finiSh line?

You have 60 seconds to set up the proportion,

(27)
Beep Does your proportiOn look like this?

(pause) Novt ask your teacher for the problem sheet that goes along
with this programo



STORY PROBLEMS AND PERCENT

--(Percent

1. Jim threw the bowling ball down the alley and knocked over 8 of the 10 pins4
What percent of the pins did he knock over?

See the two words what percent? This tells you to write the ratio X
...II ...eve +a*.

Now we have to decide what to do with the 8 and the 100 If Jim were to
knock over all 10 pins; wl,at percent of the pins would this be? Wouldn't
10 pins be 100%? Then the 10 must go opposite the 100 on the same level.
The 8 goes in the other position.

Vre now have a proportion that looks like this: X 8

155 zr- To

Now cross-multiply: 10 x = 800

Divide by 10: X = 80 This tells us that Jim knocked over 80% of the pins.

2, The math club has 15 members. At the last meeting only 12 members were
there. What percent of the members Were there? Set up the ratio: X

Now can you finish the problem? -1-6-6

Your proportion should be X = 12 because if all 15 members were there)
100

they would have 100% of their members present. This is why the 15 goes on
the same level as the 100. Your answer should be 80'/).

The typing class had 20 Students in it, Fifteen of the students were girls.
Mhat percent of the students were girls?

4. Forty people took the test. Only 26 pa'ssed it. What percent of the people
passed the test?

Rqy had a score of 42 on a test with 70 points. What percent of the total
points did he have?



RATIO AND PERaNT

This program has two problems involving percent. Watch the steps

which use the ratio form of percent to solve the problems. Every time you

hear this sound 5 you should press the button to see the next slide.

You should now have slide one in front of you, If you do not, press the

button until it appears.

On slide one, you see an equation: 9% = 9 , 9 is the way

you write 9% in ratio form. - rdo over

100'

(2) 5

Beep On slide 2, you see the equation 5% = T Notice that again you
have 100 as. the second term (that is, the bottom number) of the

ratio. This is always true when you are asked to change a percent

to ration form.

(3)
Beep Here is the first problem we want to solve.

Laura was told that she had to answer 75% of the questions on the
test correctly in order t() pass it. If the test had 80 questions

on it, how many correct answers did she need to pass the test?

Can you find the only % that is mentioned in the problem? Isn't

it the 75%? Let's write this % in ratio form.

(4)

Beep 75% = 75 Let's put this ratio on a side by itself. This will
100 help us solve the problem,

(5)
Beep 75 = Now we have to set up the other side of the proportion.

376-0. Before we do this, let's.look at our original problem.

(6)
Beep Same as number 3c What other number do you see in this.problem?

The 80? Rdmember, the 80 is the total nuMber of questions on
Iaura's test. What percent would she get if she got all of these

.right? Wouldn't she have 100% if she got all 80 questions right?

(7)
Beep. So this 80 must go right across from the 100 on the same level.

We have one empty spot left. Let x be the number of problems
laura must do correctly-to pass the test. The proportion should
TIOW look like this:

(8) 75 X
Beep over "O.Tier

100

C-50



(9)
Beep Now, cross-multiply.. 100 X =.6000

(10)

Beep Divide both sides by 100

X =-60 And X waS the number of questions Laura had to answer

correctly to pass the test.

(11)

Beep Here is the second problem.

There are 20 students in the class. One day, 25% of them were

absent. ow many students were absentAhat day?,

Look for the % in this problem.. Can you write it in ratio form?

(12)
Beep 25% = 25 Let's put this ratio on a slide by itself0

100

(13)

Beep 25
To76.r

idd

Ietis look at our original problem again.

(14)
Beep Same as number 11. . ,

If all:20 of the students had been absent, there would have been

100% abSent, so the 20 must go opposite the 100.

(15)

Beep See that the 20 is opposite the 100 on the same 1e1"761? Again this

is because if all 20 had been absent, there sould have been 100%

absent. In this case, we let X be the number of students absent

and put this over the 20. 25 = X

over over
le" 20

,(16)
Beep Now, cross-multiply. 100 X m 500

(17)
Beep Divide both sides by 100

X' = 5 and X is the number of students absent..

(18)

Beep Try setting this probl6M up in the form of a proportion in the next

60 seconds.

There are 25 students in our mathematics class. 40% of them are

girls. How many students are girls?

You now have 69 Seconds time.



(19)

Beep Your proportion sh'ould look like this:

40.
over zr-

TOY

Now, ask your teacher
this program.

X
over

for the problem sheet that goes along with
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. RATIO AND PERCENT

1. Jack answered 65% of the 80 questions correctly. How many of the questions
did he answer correctly?

3

Write the 65% in ratio form: 65

16

If Jack had ansWered all 80 questions correctly, he would have had 100%*
.So the 80 must go opposite the 100 on the same level:

. 65 . X
T-Oli =

Cross-multiply now and solve for X. X is the number of questions Jack
answered correctly0

2. 75% of the studellA in the class had their homework done. There were 28
students in the class. How many of them had their homework done?

Your ratio for this problem should loOk like this: 75

3. 15% of the 2000 students'in the'school were absent. How mav students were
absent?

87% of the 500 people in the parade were Irish. How many of the people
were Irish?

10% ofthe 21350 studentS had all A's on their last report card. How manY
of .them had all A's?
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VIDEO TAPE I

I. TITLE

A. Fractions and the Ruler

hi's and kils

II. INTRODUCTION

A. Relate how a fraction gets its name

1. paper

2. wire

3* piece of 2 x 4

a. Show a piece of 2 x I. and 2 smaller and equal pieces wrose
combined lengths are equal to the length of the original
piece. 0

%

b. Talk about the length of l'of the two piecese

c. Transfer idea to a line segment.

(1) Name points of line segment

Os 12 2, 3, 4

d. Use same development as in a., b., and c. above but with
4 smaller and equal pieces whose.combined lengths are equal
to the length of the original piece.

(1) Name points of line segment: (5 1, 2, 3 4
44, Es E,

4. Enlarge ruler to point out fractional parts on ite

a. Marks of ruler have*been drawn to coincide with points
on linesegments mentioned in (1) under c0 and d. above.

Closeup of marks on regular 12" ruler*

III. CONCLUSION

A. Point out that each mark on the ruler represents its distance from
the end of the ruler.

D-1



VIDEO TAPE I

1/2's& s

1. Label the three points on these lines as I have done.the other thre.-

a).

41.

b)

/4 4

2. Measure these lines:

a) ---------

.................~.
..1m1.0.441....111MMI41111W.11111110,111,UNYISO.0.......0011.41.1.0.1104.11.01111

d)

3. Draw lines having the lengths indicated.

a) 2-3/16

b) 1-1/2

c) 3-3/4

d) 1-1/8



VIDEO TAPE II

1. Mrs. Jaskin bought 12 cans of soup which were on sale at 3 cans for

250.

What was the sale price for the goods?.

Mr. and Mrs. Banta bought 2 tickets to see the play "Oklahoma" at

Franklin High School, 'The tickets cost $2025 each. Then they went to

the " Skipperls Table" and bought 2 dinners costing $2.00 each. What

was the total cost of the evening?

On the way,home the other day, Joe stopped in at a gas station and had

8 gallons of gas put in his car, each costing $.32. He also needed

2 quarts of oil at $.55 fox each one. What was his total bill?
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VIDEO TAPE II

Story Problems

1. Soup is priced at 2 cans for $ .37 Find .how much you will have to pay for a

dozen cans.

a) Step 1 Draw a picture. Let little rectangles be the cans of soup. Since

the problem says a dozen, you will need 12.rectangles. Since each

group of 2 cans will -cost $ .37, you should draw the little

rectangles in groups of 2.

Step 2 Beside each group of 2 cans, write $ .37

Step 3 Add the $ .371s

Step 4 Label your ansWer "Cost of the'dozen cans of soup"

2. John gets $ 2.50 allowance per week. He must spend $ .10 per day for milk in

school and $ .20 per day for bus fare. Draw a picture as you did in problem 1.

Then tell me how' much he has left for other items.

A car traveled 125 miles and used 5 gallons of gas. How'far did it travel on

1 gallon of 'gas? Draw a pinture as you did in problem 1.

4. YOU take home $ 138.50 a week for the 12 weeks during the summer. How much

money did you take home in all? Again, draw a picture as in problem 1.

5. Oranges are priced at 3 for $ All Jane wanted 18 oranges. How much did she

have to pay for them? Draw a:picture.



VIDEO TAPE III

AREA PROBLEMS

OUTLINE

1. Line segments have length. Draw several segments

2. Area is the name applied to surface enclosed by segments,

Show 3 segments

4 segments

Put the four segments in a form'ealled a rectangle.

Area of a rectangle is the amount of surface enclosed by four segments.

Now to find this area. Before we siart,

Area is measured in square units .Square inch

Square foot

Square yard

SqUare mile

.So, 6 square inches means 6 little square areas 1 inch on a side

8 squaile feet means 8 square areas, 1 foot on a side

4 square yards means 4 Square areas, 1 yard on a side

2 square miles means 2 square areas) 1 mile on a side

- 3 feet -

2ft.

Now to find area of our rectange 3 feet long, 2 feet wide

3 feet long separate into feet

1 ft.

1 ft. 1 ft. 1 ft.

1 ft.

[

1 ft. 1 ft.
..... wma sw. my. et.. WO WA

1 ft. . ft.

ft.
6 square feet is area of our rectangle

ormmT+ft..

D-5

1 ft.)

) 2 ft.

1 ft0)
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Video Tape III
Area Problems (Continued)

There is a shortcut to ?rea probler;as. How many square feet along top of

rectangle? 3 same as lengths

How many square feet in each of the 3 columns? 2 .- same as width.

2 in each of 3

2 4. 2 .1. 2

a x 3

Width x lehgth number of square units; or areas,



VIM) TAPE III

1. TILL IN THE BLANKS:

This in I inch.

It is on unit that is used
to measure

2. lhis rectangle is 4 inches long
and 2 inches wide.

How many squares like the one in
problem l can fit into this
rectangle? Draw in the lines
that will show '14any square

inches are in this rectangle.

You should have 8 small squares.

Its area is 8 square inches.

The formula for area is:

A=LXW

Area

A stands for area
L stands for length
W stands for width

The length of the rectangle is 4 inches.

The width of the,rectangle is 2 inches.

The length alsO tells one how many
square inches are in one row.
The width also tells one how many
square inches are in each column.

Then the area of the rectangle in problem 2 is found like this:

A = 4 x. 2 = 8 square inches.

Remember your answer iimist always be labeled square units when indicating area.
The unit will be the inch, the foot, the yard, or whatever you are using as the

unit of area. For example, your answer will be labeled square inches, square
feet: square yards, etc.

I. Fina the area of a rectangle five eet long and three feet wide. Show all work.

Fina the area of a square foot in square inches. Show all work. .

D-7



VIDEO TAPE IV

VOLUIE.TO SHOW

I. Have a box to fill with sand. To measure amount of and in box, we use

a unit of measure called a cube.

It

Pick up grains of sand and ask how easy it would be to measure it in feet;

-in yards?

Measure it by how much sand can be contained in a cube .of some size --

cubic inch, cubic foot, cubic yard.

Take the box full of sand

3 x 2 x 1 How many cubic inches does it contain? To start with,

each cubic inch will have 1 square inch as the size of one of its

faces. Let's consider only the bottom.of 'this box .- 3 x 2;

6 square inches. If we put a cubic inch on each of these square
inches, how many -011 it take to cover all 6? Six cubic inches.

That meansIthat this box of 3 x 2 x 1 has a volume of 6 cubic inches.

Ors as far as sand goes, this box will conta:Ln 6 cubic inches of sand.

Let's take another box that is 3 inches long, 2 inches wide and 3 inches

high. Can we figure out what it's volume is? The area of its base is 6

square inches. How many cubic inches will fit on it? Six. If we take a

look at this box 3 inches high, we must add more layers to this first one.

Take 6 more. Still don't have right size. So take 6 more. Now Le have

Shoun the number of cubic inches in this box,

6 -4. 6 * 6 = 18 .

1st 2nd 3rd

How many. layers? 3. What was the height of our box?' 3.

So we have a formula for volume of a solid; lengt4 x width x height =Volume

The length x width gives us the area of the bottom. Then when we take

the area of the bottom and multiply it by 1, we get the cubic inches in

the first layer. Finally, when we look at the height that tells us how

many layers of cubes we have. In this example, we have 3 layers with 6

cubes in each, for a volume of 18 cubic inches*

Using the formula 3 x 2 x 3 = 18 cubic inches.

Now, using this same formula, can you tell me what the volume of a

box 0 0 . 6 inche's long

4 inches wide
and 3 inches high is?

Usixig the formula 5 x 3 x 2 = 30 cubic inches

D--8
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Vitte0 Tape IV
(continued)

Let's use our cubic inches to build a picture of it. First of all,
area of our base' is 5 x 3 = 15 square inches,

15 x 1 ntimber of cubic inches in 1st layer.

We have 2 of these layers (Build on
the 2 layers)

Then go over dimensions of box, then
count cubes.

Today, we have had a very short look at volume. Try the five volume
problems which go along with this program.
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